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By Rabbi Jeremy Szczepanski 

When King Balak commissioned the prophet 
Balaam to deliver a litany of curses against the 
fledgling Israelite people, he didn’t figure that God 
would see fit to get involved as well. As the story 
goes, every time Balaam tries to curse the 
Israelites, blessings instead are what pour from his 
lips. After a few times of this, Balaam proclaims – 
much to Balak’s protestations – that as a prophet, 
he can only declare that which God ordains. As 
such, he departs the scene on his donkey, passing 
by the Israelite encampment while saying Mah tovu 
ohalecha Ya’akov, mishk’notecha Yisrael – “How 
good are your tents, Jacob, your dwelling-places, 
Israel!” (Numbers 24:5) 

Rashi teaches that Balaam’s repeated attempts at 
cursing Israel were part of his process in divining 
God’s will in the matter. He had to see if this was 
what God wanted, since being a prophet, it was his 
duty and obligation to serve God’s will. Once he 
realized God wanted him to bless and not curse the 
people, he ceased his test. 

Balak, for his part, cares not of God’s will, only his 
own. He seeks not the Divine in the world, only to 
make the Divine validate his bigotry and prejudice 
towards a minuscule nomadic people camped on 
his border for a bit. This people, the Israelites who 
are our ancestors, have no nation yet to call their 
own. They wander in the aftermath of fleeing 
oppression, persecution, slavery, and death, 
merely wanting to one day be able to stop their 
wandering and live in peace.  

But Balak and other powerful rulers in the region 
are not content to leave the Israelites alone, to let 
them pass through their lands as refugees in 
peace. And God-forbid that Balak and his people 
should even perhaps provide a measure of support 
to these people as they go on their way. No, the 
Israelites are foreigners, “others” who instead of 
drawing mercy and compassion attract hatred and 
intolerance.  

Balak, his people, and those other nations that 
sought to oppress and persecute the refugee 
Israelites eventually pay the price for their 
intolerance. By refusing to search for what God 
wanted of them instead of attempting to pervert 
God’s teachings to validate their prejudice, they 
have sealed their fate. Hatred, intolerance, and 
mistrust of the other only leads to ruin. 

The purpose of religion is to serve as a pathway to 
the Divine, a response to God’s perpetual call to us. 
To walk this path is to allow ourselves to be 
challenged, pushed on our thinking, and humbled 
along the way. To ignore any teachings that do so 
for us is to miss the point entirely. Religion is not 
about being complacent and validated; religion is 
about being lifelong students whose thinking and 
very way of being are continually in flux with every 
new piece of sacred wisdom we acquire, wrestle 
with, and absorb.  

We have a choice to make each day: be like Balaam 
and seek God in the world and others even if what 
God teaches us challenges our prejudices and 
preconceived notions about the world and its 

inhabitants, or be like Balak and turn a blind eye 
to God in a selfish quest for validation of those 
selfsame prejudices.  
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Arlene Alpert in memory of Rose Levine 
Vivan Herman in memory of Gail Litvin 

Aida Koocher in memory of Ed Koocher 
Debra Manning in memory of Sara Hirsch 
Renee Brenner in memory of Ida Brenner 
Elinor Green in memory of Leon L. Weiner 

The Shamash Family in memory of Rebecca Shamash 
Robert Smith in memory of Hyman Smith 

Ruth Chevion in memory of Alexander Zishe Chevion 
Ruth Chevion in memory of Sandi McCurdy 
Alfred Tauber in memory of Laszlo Tauber 

Alfred Tauber in memory of Lily Endrei Tauber 
Rabbi Gary Atkins in memory of Philip Atkins 

 
 
 

Ruth Kleinfeld in memory of Sol Taube 
Trudy Klufts in memory of Jay Levine 

Marti & Steve Nathan in honor of  
  Christy Aberg & Josh Nathan 

Ruth Kleinfeld in memory of Milton Novak 
Rabbi Gary Atkins in memory of Pearl Vogel 

 
 
 
 

Pamela & Jay Cohen 
Commercial Property Tax Management 

Carole & David Decter 
Pete Eischen Chevorlet Co. 

Millie Eisman & Family 
Lee & Jeffrey Forgosh and Family 

Paula Gopin 
Ellen Harrington 

Judith Jolton 
Ruth Kleinfeld 
Aida Koocher 

Gloria Rosen Levenfus 
Doris & Milt Marks 

Cole Mills 
Erika Pearl 

Barbara Platt & Family 
Kim Hooper Pratt 

Ronnie Schnell & Richard Short 
Karen & Kevin Shaughnessy 

Judy & Henry Shrager 
Sheila Sydney & Family 

 

Many thanks to the following volunteers for stepping 
up to plan our future family Shabbat dinners: 

Josh Nathan – VP and Committee Chair 
Norri Oberlander – VP and Membership Director 

Liz Sommers and Arielle Welch 

We look forward to seeing what you bring to our 
future Family Shabbat events! 

 

 
 
 
 

by Erica Sydney 

 
My grandmother, Bernice 
Singer, a long-time 
Manchester resident, passed 
away on May 25, 2019 at the 
age of 94.  The beloved wife 
of the late Irving Singer, she 
was a devoted mother to her 
seven children and their 
spouses, as well as 17 
grandchildren and 28 great 
grandchildren.   
 
Although she was the 
matriarch to the extended 
Singer family, Bernice cared  
deeply for her community. 
 
Bernice, with the help of her husband, kept an open 
home for anyone looking for a home-cooked kosher 
meal on Shabbat and holidays.  These meals often 
included a variety of Ashkenaz delicacies, like kasha 
varniskes, corn beef, and her legendary coffee cake, 
and much more; of course, having just one, normal-
sized serving was discouraged.  

 
 

 

Please Welcome our New  

Family Shabbat Committee! 

Bernice with her husband 
and soulmate, Irving Singer 

Bernice and her children 
 Front: Robert, Bernice, Alan, Joy & Stephen.   

Rear:  Jeffrey, Stewart & Gary (directly behind Bernice). 

Just the Girls!  Left to right: Daughters-in-law Rebecca, Cindy, 
Dava, Bernice, daughter-in-law Wendy, and daughter Joy. 
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In her spare time, Bernice volunteered and raised 
significant funds for Hadassah, the Temple Israel 
Sisterhood, The Webster House, and The American 
Cancer Society, to name a just a few. Perhaps most 
relevant, she helped jumpstart our very own Temple 
Israel with her late husband, Irving, and several 
others.  
 
Bernice was an avid mah jong player, and hosted a 
weekly game with long-time friends. 

Later in life, Bernice took a step back from being the 
master chef and began taking her extended family to 
incredible, luxurious Passover trips across the world 
- from California and Arizona to Florida, Puerto Rico, 
and Mexico, and more. 
 

 
Not only were these annual retreats important 
milestones for our extended family to spend quality 
time together, they were also an opportunity for 
Bernice to have full 24-hour access to the Tea Room 
filled with every Kosher-for-Passover dessert one 
could imagine. While she loved nothing more than 
seeing her family, you could also say that visiting this 
space was one of her favorite activities, even in her 
final days.   
 

Bernice will be greatly missed by everyone from the 
Jewish and local New Hampshire communities, but 
also by everyone to whom she was “Grandma,” 
“Mom,” and “Bubbe.” She will always be remembered 
and will forever remain in our hearts. 
 
 
 

 
My family moved to Manchester in the early 1970s and 
we have been members of Temple Israel ever since. My 
father, Newton Davidow, served on our board and was 
an officer as well. After his death, my mother Pearl did 
the same things.  She was also active with the Visiting 
Nurses Association, in addition to her work at Notre 
Dame College.  My mother eventually was named 
Temple Israel’s “Person of the Year,” Notre Dame’s 
“Employee of the Year,” and the VNA’s “Volunteer of 
the Year.” Thankfully, those were three different years. 
But she certainly kept busy. Her death, in 2017, was a 
great loss to her many friends and loved ones. 

 After graduating from college in Baltimore, from law 
school in Michigan, and trying my hand at corporate 
law in both Boston and Washington, D.C., I returned to 
Manchester to work as a public defender. Though I had 
my doubts about it at first, it has proven to be an 
interesting practice. I also met and married my better 
half, Catherine (we met “cute,” as they say; she was a 
prosecutor, and I lost a case to her). We have a son, 
Nathaniel, who is now six years old. David Winthrop 
will sometimes let him open the Ark on Saturday 
mornings. Nattie then drops his yarmulke and we 
shake his hand. This is serious stuff. 

 I learned the basics of our religious services when I 
was little, here at Temple Israel -- mainly from our 
rabbi's lovely wife, Anne Klein, who directed Junior 
Congregation back then. As  I grew older, I went to shul 
less and less. But every season of life has its own 
needs, and when it was time for me to say kaddish for 
my mother, I found myself taking real pleasure in going 
to services again. Although I still find the act of praying 
difficult - it does not come easy to me, and I cannot 
pretend otherwise - I nevertheless treasure spending 
time in a friendly place, with friendly people, taking a 
few moments to study and contemplate what I firmly 
believe is the greatest body of literature that exists in 
our world. Every page in the chumash is the tip of an 
iceberg, and at home I tend to follow up with the works 
of Buber, Scholem, and Idel. There is no end to this 
sort of reading (and yes, that is the second allusion to 
the Book of Ecclesiastes in this essay...).   

Bernice and some of her many grandchildren at Passover. 

Front:  Bernice, Lea Levy, Renee Brenner and Frankie 
Shapiro.  Rear:  Roberta Silberberg and Ellen Covici. 
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I must also add that our Saturday morning services are 
blessed by the participation of many wonderful people. 
I know just enough about prayer to know that we get 
from it, what we put into it. Listening to Ruth sing a 
haftarah, hearing Menachem chant from the Torah, 
seeing Lisa step in as gabbai, and watching Al do his 
davening in the corner - our fellow members are 
tzaddiks, every one of them. I myself add little (except 
ballast, I suppose). But if I can be the tenth person at a 
minyan, then perhaps I have done my part. 

As a new member of our Board, I am learning that our 
shul's existence depends on the good will of many 
strangers and the hard work of a very few. It is a fragile 
thing, to be honest, and most of us take it for granted. 
I did, at least, until I needed it. Then I realized how 
important it was, and it seemed like time to play a role. 
You may find yourself in the same position at some 
point. When you do, stop by for services. If you are 
lucky, Nattie will give you his yarmulke. 
 
Editor’s Note:  Many thanks to Ken Cohn for  
soliciting and submitting this article. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please Support  
our Vendors! 

Articles & Photos Needed! 

If you ever wanted to see your name 
in “print” here’s your chance. 

Simply email your article or photos to: 
office@templeisraelmht.org and our 
editor will handle the rest. 

mailto:office@templeisraelmht.org
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Tisha B’Av , the ninth of Av, is a full day of fasting and mourning; it is the saddest day in the Jewish 

calendar.  The month of Av falls in the height of the summer, the driest time of the year, and, thus, a time 

of sadness and uncertainty until the rains came again.  Over the centuries many tragic events took place - 

or were traditionally said to have taken place - on Tisha B'Av.  

Why the 9
th

? While the holiday primarily remembers the destruction of Solomon's Temple by the Neo-

Babylonian Empire and The Second Temple by the Roman Empire, main historical sources disagree as to 

exactly when the destruction occurred.  Some say that Nebuchadnezzar (king of Babylonia) destroyed the 

Solomon’s first Temple on either the 7
th

 or 10
th

 of Av in 586 B.C.E., and that Titus destroyed the second 

Temple the 10
th

 (70 C.E).  The rabbinic authorities decided to mark the AV 9 as the official date for 

remembering their destruction.   

Other tragedies also remembered on this date include: 

• The capture of Bethar, marking the final defeat of Bar Kokhba’s rebellion against the Romans, and 

the razing of Jerusalem by the Roman 

• The edict of King Edward I, compelling the Jews to leave England, in 1290 

• Expulsion of the Jews Spain in 1492  

• The start of World War I in 1914 

 

The sadness and mourning Jews feel on this day are reflected in the various practices of Tisha B’Av, which 

include abstaining from joyous activities such as studying the Torah, eating and drinking, sexual activity, 

and wearing leather. 

A lot of Jewish literature focuses on the destruction of the respective Temples, including books of the Bible 

such as Eicha (Lamentations), various prophets, numerous Psalms, and Talmudic and midrashic literature. 

This sadness plays a huge role in Jewish tradition and consciousness. Both Conservative and Orthodox 

liturgy maintain various references to the Temple and its sacrifices. The names of our prayer services, like 

Minchah (the afternoon service) and Musaf (additional service), reflect offerings in the Temple.  

One interesting development relates to the reestablishment of the State of Israel in 1948. Some authorities 

believe that with restoration of the people to the “holy land,” the festival of Tisha B’Av has lost its meaning. 

The biblical prophet Zechariah put forth the messianic hope that the Eternal One will return to Zion to live 

in Jerusalem, the city of truth. Since Zechariah's prophecy was realized with the birth of Israel, some Jews 

believe that the second part of the prophecy - which envisioned a time when fast days would be observed 

as joyous festivals - should be fulfilled. 

Rabbi Isaac Klein, a Conservative authority on Jewish law, notes that the events of Tisha B’Av cannot be 

undone, and that it is necessary to remember the tragedies to establish continuity with the past and as a 

constant stimulus for repentance and good deeds. Others assert that Tisha B’Av is important in order to 

help Jews focus on religious rebirth, ethical living, the universal aspects of the messianic hope. It also 

reminds Jews of their past sacrifices and the sufferings of exile.  
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Good news – our website has been expanded!  You can now download 

registration forms for Hebrew school, sign up for events, check service dates,  

even look up yahrzeit information.  Go to www.templeisraelmht.org. 

 

Things to watch for: 

New annual dues assessments will be coming via US mail 

Starting in September, there will be Shabbat services every Friday  

http://www.templeisraelmht.org/
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August Events 


